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Model Predictive Control of Fuel Cell Micro Cogeneration Systems

Michiel Houwing, Rudy R. Negenborn, Marija D. Ilić, and Bart De Schutter

Abstract— With the increasing application of distributed
energy resources and information technologies in the electricity
infrastructure, innovative possibilities for incorporating the
demand side more actively in power system operation are
enabled. At the residential level energy costs could be reduced
with intelligent price-based control concepts (demand response).
A promising, controllable, residential distributed generation
technology is micro cogeneration (micro-CHP). Micro-CHP is
an energy efficient technology that simultaneously provides heat
and electricity to households during operation. This paper
presents a detailed model of a household using a proton
exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) micro-CHP system in
conjunction with heat storage options to fulfil its heat and
part of its electricity demand. Furthermore, a decentralised
controller based on a model predictive control (MPC) strategy
is proposed. MPC can take benefit of future knowledge on
prizes and energy demands and can therefore lead to better
system performance. In simulations the performance of the
MPC-controlled PEMFC system is illustrated under different
conditions regarding energy pricing, domestic energy demand,
and system configuration.

Index Terms— Demand response, distributed energy re-
sources, PEM fuel cells, micro cogeneration, model predictive
control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Distributed energy resources (DERs) are expected to play

a significant role in future electricity supply. The concept

of DERs comprises distributed electricity gene-ration, dis-

tributed energy storage, and responsive energy loads. DERs

can play a crucial role in achieving key policy objectives

such as facilitating electricity market liberalisation, mitigat-

ing climate change, improving power system reliability, and

enhancing economic efficiency of the power industry. Via

novel information technology (IT) systems (e.g., intelligent
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metering and control) the demand side can be more actively

incorporated into socio-technical power system operation

(i.e., technical and market operations). DERs can be used

for different objectives. Control can be aimed at ensuring

technical reliability (e.g., frequency control), control could

optimise environmental benefits (e.g., by facilitating the

integration of intermittent renewable resources), or control

can be applied for cost minimisation (e.g., active market

participation, price-based control). In this paper we focus

on the latter. Price-based response of electricity demand

is referred to as demand response. DERs thereby become

demand response resources. Demand response can increase

economic efficiency by enabling electricity demand to re-

spond to variations in electricity prices. System peaks can

be lowered by reducing demand and/or by shifting demand

to cheaper times and/or by self generation of power, thereby

reducing costs and increasing capacity utilisation of capital

intensive systems. Therefore, social benefit is created by

embedding IT into DERs.

This paper focuses on micro cogeneration, or micro com-

bined heat-and-power, technology (micro-CHP), which is a

residential level distributed generation system. Micro-CHP

technology is very promising for certain countries, mainly

depending on their climate (i.e., substantial heat demand is

required) and the extent of their gas networks. Potential mar-

kets are Northern and North-Western Europe, Northern Italy,

North America, and Japan. Applying micro-CHP leads to

more efficient domestic energy use, reliability improvements,

carbon emission reductions, and to substantial energy cost

savings of around 10-20% per household [1]. Micro-CHP

is part of the transition towards a society fully relying on

renewable energy resources. Contrary to distributed genera-

tion technologies that depend on intermittent primary energy

sources (e.g., photovoltaic systems depend on the sun and

wind turbines depend on wind), micro-CHP is a special case

in the sense that it is controllable.

It is our hypothesis that intelligent micro-CHP control re-

duces operational energy costs when compared to more sim-

ple thermal-led control of micro-CHPs, thereby improving

the return on capital investment. In our definition, intelligent

control means the capability to anticipate future information

on energy demand and energy tariffs and incorporating this

information into control actions. This could then be called

intelligent demand response. A particular intelligent control

technique is model predictive control (MPC) [2]. MPC may

become very interesting when households receive more real-

time electricity pricing. At present, residential consumers get

flat rates, but energy companies could provide the service

of real-time (e.g., hourly) prices. If MPC benefits from



real-time prices, customers in the competitive retail market

could be captured and cost benefits could be shared between

households and energy companies offering the service. Thus,

intelligent control might open up new business opportunities

for households and energy companies [3]. Governments

could also oblige energy companies to provide the real-time

pricing service to households.

The hypothesis that MPC reduces operational costs was

already illustrated in [3] for Stirling micro-CHP systems. In

[3], however, it was found that only under specific electricity

pricing regimes MPC control is beneficial. Besides Stirling

technology, fuel cells are a second promising conversion

technology for micro-CHP. The two main differences be-

tween fuel cells and Stirling engines are the significantly

higher electrical efficiency (i.e., lower heat-to-power ratio)

and the higher electric capacity of fuel cell systems when

compared to Stirling micro-CHPs [1]. Due to these inherently

different technical characteristics it is interesting to investi-

gate the possible cost reductions with MPC applied to fuel

cell micro-CHP systems.

Developing good models of fuel cell micro-CHP systems

as well as designing the accompanying MPC strategy are

far from being straightforward tasks. This paper presents

a detailed fuel cell micro-CHP prediction model, it deals

with the MPC controller design, and provides insight into

the performance of MPC-controlled fuel cell micro-CHPs.

This paper is organised as follows. In Section II we

describe a specific fuel cell micro-CHP system; conceptu-

ally and mathematically. Section III deals with the design

and modelling of thermal-led and intelligent MPC control

strategies for the micro-CHP system. The model parameters,

model input and simulation results are presented in Section

IV. Finally, Section V presents our conclusions and recom-

mendations for further research.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Household System Description

The household system analysed in this paper is conceptu-

ally depicted in Fig. 1. The household can fulfil its electricity

and heat demand through several alternative means. The

micro-CHP unit consists of a fuel cell unit and an auxiliary

burner. The auxiliary burner can provide additional heat

when necessary. The fuel cell is of the proton exchange

membrane type, which is also known as a polymer electrolyte

membrane fuel cell (PEMFC). Solid oxide fuel cells are

also possible in micro-CHP systems [4], but as a first

technology we look at PEMFC. In reality natural gas to

be used by the PEMFC is first reformed into hydrogen

that is subsequently electrochemically converted in the fuel

cell. For this reforming process some natural gas is used.

For modelling purposes we define two separate gas streams

that enter the fuel cell: fr is gas used solely for heating

the reforming unit and f1 represents the total gas flow to

the fuel cell system (including gas for reforming). As long

as the fuel cell runs at relatively high capacity only f1 is

considered, but at lower output fr becomes of importance.

This will be explained in more detail further on in this
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Fig. 1. Conceptual overview of a household with a fuel cell micro-CHP
system.

section. The fuel cell converts natural gas ( f1) into electrical

energy (g) and heat (h1). The heat is supplied in the form

of hot water to a central heat storage, the energy content of

which is indicated by hs. Many different in-house heating

configurations are possible (see, e.g., [5]), but we choose a

configuration with one large heat storage from which all heat

demand is taken, as this improves the options for flexible

control. The auxiliary burner also converts natural gas ( f2)

into additional heat (h2). Heat consumption (i.e., aggregated

space heating and domestic hot water needs) (hc) is taken

from the heat storage. Electricity generated by the fuel cell

can be used directly by the household (ec) or it can be sold

to the external energy company (eext). Electricity can also

be imported from the company. The energy company thus

sells primary fuel ( fr + f1 + f2) as well as electricity to the

household. The energy company receives exported electricity

from the household and possibly pays households a certain

feed-back tariff for this electricity.

B. Mathematical System Model Formulation

Since we are interested in MPC, we have to construct

a suitable prediction model of the system of Fig. 1. In

this section such a mathematical model is presented. The

household is a hybrid system in the sense that it exhibits both

continuous and discrete dynamics. Continuously evolving

dynamics (e.g., heat consumption) are present in combination

with discrete events (e.g., on/off control of fuel cell). We

formulate the model in terms of linear mixed-integer equality

and inequality constraints (i.e., constraints involving both

variables taking on values from a continuous set, and vari-

ables taking on values from an integer set), since optimisation

problem solvers that can deal with these constraints are

available [6]. It is important to note that our simulation



time steps represent 15 minute periods and that continuous

dynamics are therefore discretised into finite steps.

First we define the binary variables vFC
k and vaux

k , which

indicate whether the PEMFC and auxiliary burner are in

operation at a specific time step k. In addition, the binary

variables uFC
up,k, uFC

down,k and uaux
up,k, uaux

down,k are start-up and

shut-down indicators for the fuel cell and auxiliary burner,

respectively, at time step k.

An electric energy balance has to be satisfied each k,

relating the electric power output of the PEMFC, the electric-

ity consumption and electricity exchanged with the energy

company (eext). This power balance is given by:

ec,k −gk=eext,k . (1)

The electric power that can be exchanged between the

household and the external grid is limited. Therefore a

constraint on the import and export power flow is required:

eext,k ≤ Pmax , (2)

−Pmax ≤ eext,k , (3)

where Pmax is the maximum power flow allowed through the

physical connection between the household and the external

network.

In reality, the electric efficiency of fuel cells decreases

with increasing electric output capacity [7]. For modelling

convenience, however, we assume efficiencies (electric, ηe,

and thermal, ηth) to be constant over system capacity.

The gas used by the PEMFC is modelled by

f1,k =
gk

ηe
. (4)

The electric power output of the PEMFC can modulate

between a minimum and maximum load, modelled by the

constraints:

gk ≤ vFC
k ·gmax (5)

gk ≥ vFC
k ·gmin . (6)

The fuel cell itself can ramp up and down in output

capacity very quickly. The reforming unit, however, limits

this ramp rate [8]. The ramp-up rate and ramp-down rates of

the electric power output of the fuel cell are assumed to be

equal (see [7]) and we model them by:

gk+1 ≤ gk +gramp (7)

gk+1 ≥ gk −gramp , (8)

where gramp is the ramp rate in, e.g., kW/min.

The fuel cell system can be in the on-position, but produce

almost no or even zero electricity or usable heat. This is

different from being in the off-position, because then the

system would have to go through a cold/hot start period

before being able to produce electricity and usable heat

again. When standing idle, the system can instantly produce

electricity and heat again. Being in the on-position and not

producing usable energy, however, requires gas for keeping

the reforming unit at a certain temperature (around 900 ◦C).

This amount of gas is denoted by fr. When the PEMFC

is running at very low capacity we ensure that the total gas

consumption cannot go below fr by introducing the following

logic statement:

if f1,k < fr∧vFC
k = 1 then fr,k = fr − f1,k

else fr,k = 0
(9)

which introduces a new variable fr,k.

For the fuel cell the minimum up and down times are

assumed to be equal to one time step [9]. During cold and

hot start the total fuel cell system (including reformer) has to

heat up before it can start to deliver electricity and heat. Cold

and hot start take somewhat different amounts of time [9],

but we assume them to be equal and denote this time with

tstart. During hot and cold start the system consumes gas but

delivers no electricity and a small amount of heat [9], which

we treat as being negligible. The amount of gas used during

cold and hot start is assumed to be equal to the previously

mentioned fr. The start-up procedure is then modelled by:

vFC
k+n ≥ uFC

up,k , n = 0, . . . , tstart −1 . (10)

Further, the following statement is also needed:

if uFC
up,k = 1 then gk+w = 0 , w = 0, . . . , tstart −1 , (11)

which ensures that there is no electricity production and gas

use ( f1,k is then 0 due to (4)) during start-up. With (9), fr,k

will be equal to fr during start-up.

The fuel consumption of the auxiliary burner is modelled

by:

f2,k ≤ vaux
k · f2,max , (12)

f2,k ≥ vaux
k · f2,min , (13)

where f2,min and f2,max are the minimal and maximum fuel

consumption of the auxiliary burner.

The heat stored should be between minimum and maxi-

mum values:

hs,k ≤ hs,max , (14)

hs,k ≥ hs,min , (15)

where hs,min and hs,max are minimum and maximum energy

levels of the heat storage. The heat contained in the heat

storage changes over time depending on the heat consump-

tion and generation. The dynamics of the heat storage are

modelled by:

hs,k+1 = (1− l) ·hs,k +h1,k +h2,k −hc,k , with: (16)

h1,k = ηth · f1,k , (17)

h2,k = ηaux · f2,k . (18)

In this, ηaux is the efficiency of the auxiliary burner, and l

is the thermal loss factor.

In order to let the energy systems function as they should,

the binary variables vFC
k , uFC

up,k, and uFC
down,k on the one hand,

and vaux
k , uaux

up,k, and uaux
down,k on the other, have to be linked.
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The relations between these variables are:

vFC
k − vFC

k−1 = uFC
up,k −uFC

down,k (19)

vaux
k − vaux

k−1 = uaux
up,k −uaux

down,k (20)

uFC
up,k +uFC

down,k ≤ 1 (21)

uaux
up,k +uaux

down,k ≤ 1 . (22)

So, there are dynamics in the model due to the presence

of the heat storage, the power ramp rates and the start-up

time.

III. THERMAL-LED AND MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL

In this section we formulate the MPC control problem,

but before doing so we first describe conventional micro-

CHP control, which functions as a reference control strategy

against which MPC control is benchmarked.

A. Thermal-Led Control

In [10] different types of control schemes for generators

are defined. The most plausible control strategy envisaged

for micro-CHPs when they enter the market is thermal-led

control, which means that the system will operate whenever

there is a demand for heat. Such a strategy is classified as

Stop level FC

Start level FC

Stop level AUX

Start level AUX

(55 °C)

(50 °C)

(57 °C)

(80 °C)

Fig. 3. Temperature levels of the water in the heat storage with which the
thermal-led control operates.

stringent control according to [10]. Our developed thermal-

led control algorithm for a fuel cell micro-CHP system is

given in Fig. 2. When the fuel cell system is in its start-up

time at a certain step or when it has not been running in the

previous step and the temperature level in the heat storage

falls below a minimum level, the fuel cell will go in start-up

mode. When the fuel cell has been running in the previous

time step, it is checked if the fuel cell could keep running

with minimum output in the current step without overheating

the heat storage. If the heat storage becomes too hot with the

minimum output, the fuel cell system is shut down. If it can

run, it is tried to operate the fuel cell with such a capacity

as to heat the water in the heat storage to its average level.

So, the fuel cell and the auxiliary burner are operated based

on temperature levels in the heat storage (see Fig. 3, with

examples of temperatures). The fuel cell will heat the water

from, e.g., a minimum start level of 57 ◦C, to a maximum of

80 ◦C. For the auxiliary burner examples of these limits are

as in Fig. 3.

Contrary to the prediction model described in Section

II, the fuel cell system operates at a non-zero minimum

output. If the minimum output could be zero, the fuel cell

would stand idle when the average temperature level in the

storage is reached, the maximum stop temperature for the

fuel cell is never reached and the fuel cell would never stop

operating. A further choice in designing the control strategy

is whether the fuel cell shuts down completely when having

reached its stop temperature or if it should stand idle for

a few steps (thereby using gas while producing no usable

energy) with the possibility of being able to quickly deliver

usable heat and power again. Then, when after a few steps

the temperature in the storage has not dropped significantly

yet (e.g., below the average temperature), the fuel cell can

be shut down completely. As a first option we choose to

let the fuel cell shut down completely when reaching the

stop temperature and go through a start-up time before

being able to produce usable energy again. It is interesting

to compare this choice with the other option of possible

idle operation after having reached the stop temperature.

Comparing the total natural gas use and the number of daily

start-ups is interesting then. In the thermal-led control we

also incorporate the control as was described in (9) in Section

II. So, when the PEMFC is running at very low capacity, the



total gas consumption cannot go below fr.

B. Model Predictive Control Setup

The MPC strategy that we propose is a single-agent MPC

strategy [11]. At each control step the MPC controller or

control agent uses the following information:

• an objective function expressing desired system be-

haviour and actions;

• a prediction model describing the behaviour of the

system subject to actions;

• possibly constraints on the states, the inputs, and the

outputs of the system (where the inputs and the out-

puts of the system correspond to the actions and the

measurements of the control agent, respectively);

• possibly known information about future disturbances;

• a measurement of the state of the system at beginning

of the current control step.

In our case the MPC controller has to determine which

actions should be taken in order to minimise the operational

costs of fulfilling residential electricity and heat requirements

subject to operational constraints. There are distinct and

predictable patterns in residential energy demand and energy

prices of which MPC can take advantage. The proposed

controller uses MPC to:

• take into account the decision freedom due to heat

storage possibilities and the different options for heat

production with the fuel cell or with the auxiliary burner

(According to [10], with MPC the micro-CHP unit now

becomes a partially controllable system instead of a

stringently controlled system);

• incorporate predictions on residential electricity and

heat demands and energy prices;

• incorporate models of the dynamics and constraints of

installed generators and storages.

At each control step the controller solves an optimisa-

tion problem over a prediction horizon subject to system

dynamics, an objective function, and constraints on states,

actions, and outputs. The controller applies the computed

actions of the first step in the horizon to the system until the

next control step, after which the procedure is repeated with

new system measurements. Due to the prediction horizon an

MPC controller can take benefit of knowledge that it may

have about the future.

The objective of the MPC controller is to minimise the

operational costs of residential energy use. These costs

depend on the price pf for gas consumption and the (varying)

prices of electricity import and export, pi,ext and pe,ext. The

cost function for control step k with a prediction horizon of

N is therefore defined as:

J(·) =
N−1

∑
m=0

(

( fr,k+m + f1,k+m + f2,k+m) · pf+
iext,k+m · pi,ext,k+m − eext,k+m · pe,ext,k+m

)

(23)

At each time step kthe controller formulates its MPC

problem over the prediction horizon comprising Nprediction

steps (the length of each prediction step m is 15 minutes).

The resulting optimisation problem involves minimising (23)

subject to (1)-(22) over the horizon N. Due to the occurrence

of both continuous-valued variables and binary-valued vari-

ables in combination with a linear objective function and

linear equality and inequality constraints, this optimisation

problem is a mixed-integer linear programming problem.

The prediction model that the MPC controller uses is

described in Section II B. When assessing the performance

of the MPC strategy using computer simulations, the control

actions have to be implemented in a simulation model of the

household. We assume both models to be equal. Furthermore,

between simulation steps the start-up time for the fuel cell

reformer is taken into account.

IV. MODEL PARAMETERS AND SIMULATION INPUT

In [3] we have assumed predicted and real energy de-

mand to be equal to the average of the aggregate domestic

profile of the Netherlands. As residential electricity demand

is extremely erratic in nature (heat demand is smoother),

this is a too stringent assumption when looking at just

one household. When the household model of Fig. 1 is

regarded as representing a cluster of households, it can

be considered to be a virtual power plant (VPP), and the

aggregate demand of such a VPP is relatively smooth and

predictable. We therefore use the average aggregate profiles

here as well, and assume we are dealing with a (small)

VPP that undertakes clustered demand response. In designing

real-time price tariffs for electricity, up until now we have

used Dutch power exchange prices (e.g., in [3]). As only

part of the electricity is traded through the power exchange,

new real-time prices, which are based on more nation-wide

price formation, have been developed. The average of this

varying electricity tariff was 0.18 e/kWh. We only looked

at the situation in which pi,ext and pe,ext were time-varying

and equal to one another. The used gas price was 0.06

e/kWh. Table I gives values of the model parameters for

modelling MPC of the PEMFC household system. Data were

obtained from [7-9,12]. Simulations were done for the first

three (winter) months in 2006. Four extreme scenarios were

analysed, namely:

1) Base: above-mentioned prices and average demand

profiles;

2) Half gas price: represents a more industrial tariff;

3) Higher energy demand: twice as large heat and elec-

tricity demand;

4) Large heat storage: 500 litres instead of 200 litres.

Results of the simulations (i.e., residential energy costs in

e/3 months) with the thermal-led model and the MPC model

are shown in Table II. For the MPC case we only show the

results from simulations with a prediction horizon of N = 96.

From Table II we can see that in all scenarios MPC

control has some cost advantage over standard thermal-led

control. Cost savings range from 2 to 6%. This means

that our hypothesis that was mentioned in Section I has

been confirmed. However, the improvement in terms of

operational cost savings is not as significant as might be

expected.



TABLE I

PARAMETERS FOR PEMFC HOUSEHOLD SYSTEM

Parameter Description Value Unit

ηe Electric efficiency of PEMFC 0.30 -

ηe tot Total PEMFC efficiency 0.85 -

ηaux Auxiliary burner efficiency 1.01 -

gmin Minimum electric output capacity of
PEMFC

0a kW

gmax Maximum electric output capacity of
PEMFC

3 kW

gramp Ramp rate (up/down) of electric out-
put capacity of PEMFC

0.15 kW/min

fr Gas use for natural gas reforming 1 kW

tstart Hot/cold start-up time of PEMFC
system (reformer)

45 min

h2,min Minimum auxiliary burner thermal
output capacity

4 kW

h2,max Maximum auxiliary burner thermal
output capacity

20 kW

Ts,start FC Temperature of heat storage at which
PEMFC starts running

57 ◦C

Ts,stop FC
b Temperature of heat storage at which

the PEMFC should stop running.
This is the maximum temperature of
heat storage

80 ◦C

Ts,start AUX Temperature of heat storage at which
auxiliary burner starts running. This
is the minimum temperature of heat
storage

50 ◦C

Ts,stop AUX Temperature of heat storage at which
auxiliary burner stops running

55 ◦C

m Mass of the water contained in the
heat storage

200 kg

Pmax Maximum power flow allowed
through the physical connection
between the household and grid

8 kW

l Thermal loss factor: heat storage
content as fraction of value at pre-
vious step

0.995 -

aIn the thermal-led mode the minimum PEMFC output is 0.1 kW.
bThe energy content of the heat storage at a certain Ts is calculated by

the formula hs = m ·c ·(Ts −Tenv), where c is the specific heat of water, 4.18
kJ/kg · K, and Tenv is the temperature of the environment, say 20 ◦C.

TABLE II

SIMULATION OUTCOMES (IN e/3 MONTHS)

Scenario Thermal-led MPC

Base 210.07 203.67

Half gas -138.82 -146.78

High demand 565.67 553.54

Large storage 215.56 203.67

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

MPC of novel DER technologies seems promising as many

operational activities undertaken at different levels of the

electricity infrastructure (i.e., final user level, aggregate, load

serving entity level, or even system level) can be performed

better when incorporating future knowledge. Intelligent con-

trol is enabled by innovative ICT concepts. This paper has

presented the detailed design of an MPC strategy for a

grid-connected residential PEMFC system that operates in

conjunction with an auxiliary heating system and heat storage

options. Residential level MPC seems promising for reducing

domestic electricity and gas costs.

Future work should include the implementation of both

the thermal-led and MPC control strategies in mathematical

software to evaluate the potential costs savings with MPC

compared to thermal-led control. As simulation input, real-

istic electricity and heat demand patterns as well as realistic

real-time electricity tariffs should be used.
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